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Take your shot

5

OF THE

In

Vogue V

It you liked The Devil Wears Prada and you think the TV
series Ugly Belly is funny then see if'you're still laughing
after you've seen the reality show - The Sr plembrr
Issue, screening at the St. George Brisbane International
Film Festival on Tuesday 4 August. It's the true story of
legendary Vogue editor Anna Wintour (rumoured to have
been the inspiration for Meryl Streep's role in Prada) as
she puts together the bumper 800+ pages of the magazine's
September issue. The documentary provides it front row seat
to witness the power and the pain that surrounds Wintour
and the glam fashion bible in lust one of 125 films at the
festival from 30 July to 9 August. Phone bookings only until
24 July on 3007 3007 or book at www.stgeorgehift.com.au.

2
Brisbane on fire! A

3

The Brisbane Festival is bigger than ever this
year now it has merged with the Rive festival
into a three-week entertainment extravaganza.
More than I65 acts will perlirrm across Brisbane
and on opening night alone (12 September) there
will be four party events, including the spectacular
Riverfire. Meanwhile the 1 ]-piece Bakery (above)
will be just one of the favourites returning by popular
demand to the Spiegeltent in Queens Park, city. See
www.brisbanefestival.com.au for more information.

Best in show
4 Seats at the Coffee Club

A Fashion
W

%L

Festival

Supermodel ICristy Hinze will jet in for a front row seat at
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Festival and have her say about
fashion at it breakfast forum at the Sebel & Litigate in the
city on Tuesday 25 August. During the festival from 23
to 28 August more than 30 designers will be featured at
events at City Hall, Queen Street Mall and Portside Wharf;
Hamilton. Average ticket price $43. View the program at
www.mbff.com.au, tickets from qtix 136 246 or gtix.com.au.

parades might be among the
first to fill at Ekka and this
year there's a Shenzen shopping
alley (modelled on our Chinese
sister city) and a sunset concert
by the Ten Tenors (Sunday 9
August in Nova Park), but this is
10 days of the year when it's the
animals' time to shine. More than,
200 breeds of dogs, 350 head

of cattle and 20 different horse
breeds will he looking their best,
or you can try milking a cow or
weigh in on the paddock to plate
competition at Ekka from 6-15
August. Tickets from $23 (adult),
$13 (child) or $57 (family of
four) at www.ekka.com.au or at
QR stations and RACQ offices.
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Festival city
The first new-look Brisbane Festival is
a fitting tribute to Queensland's 150"'
anniversary celebrations. The spectacular
new festival, combining Riverfestival and
Brisbane Festival into one memorable
three-week long event, runs from 12
September to 3 October 2009.
Throughout the festival, renowned local,
national and international performers will
dazzle us with exclusive performances and
world-first events. Audiences will enjoy the
beauty of the Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of
Taiwan's Moon Water and the raw drama of
The Actors' Gang from the US with their
production of The Trial of the Catonsville Nine
I congratulate artistic director Lyndon
Terracini for his work on the 2009 festival
and wish him well when he takes up his
new position as artistic director of Opera
Australia following this festival. He has
been a wonderful cultural catalyst for this
state having led three Brisbane Festivals
in 2006, 2008 and 2009 and, prior to this,
three Queensland Music Festivals in 2001,

2003 and 2005.
From the beginning, Lyndon's artistic
vision has been to engage and collaborate
with local communities to create
meaningful and relevant events, a now
well-established practice that has changed
how our major festivals are presented.
The Brisbane Festival also includes
world premieres from Brisbane writer Nick
Earls with The True Story of Butterfish and

composer Giorgio Battistelli and director
Rhoda Roberts' Miracle in Brisbane.

In addition, Queensland filmmakers
will shine alongside international stars
at this year's St. George Bank Brisbane
International Film Festival (BIFF) program
For this year's BIFF, from 30 July to 9
August, Queensland will have a particularly
strong presence for our 15011' birthday.
The festival has evolved over the past 18
years and this year's festival is a tribute
to its roots and its prominent role in the
international festival landscape.
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b,+'entertained

N

b . k ast announcer Ashley Bradnam wrote his own leading role ::iri th

movie; and it's just the beginning writes Chris Herden

T

he first day on a major commercial
film can be a jittery occasion for a
novice actor. The glare of blinding
set lights and the watchful eyes of budgetconscious producers jangle the nerves. But
Ashley Bradnam (pictured), better known
as one of the brekky crew on Nova 106.9
than for his big screen persona, was quietly
confident. After all, he had more time
than anyone else to prepare for the role he
wrote. Even the elite group of Australian
talent assigned to work beside him didn't
intimidate; Steve Bisley, Kris McQuade,
Bruce Spence and award-winning director
of Japanese Story, Sue Brooks. But he wasn't

prepared for serial prankster Gary Sweet.
"They all knew I had never acted before
and on the first day Gary and I walked
through a scene and then he asked, `is
that the way you're going to do it? That's
very courageous!' Or he would come up
to me after a take and say, `that was good
Ash but do you think next time you could
do it in a heterosexual manner?' By the
end of the shoot we were trying to make
each other laugh. When we were doing
the intense close-ups Sweet would be
looking at me cross-eyed."
Bradnam confesses he kept his movie
ambitions to himself for a long time. "I
never told anyone I was writing a film
because the chances of getting it up were
so remote I thought I would sound like a
wanker if nothing happened," Bradnam says.
But his movie Subdivision did get
up and it premieres at the Brisbane
International Film Festival on 6 August
before a general release from 20 August.
Although Bradnam wrote his first script
during his Bachelor of Arts studies at
Bond University, the idea for Subdivision
came about years later when he was
between radio jobs and, deciding to
have another go, he attended a Brisbane
seminar conducted by American
screenwriting guru Robert McKee.
"I rock in there and the first person I
ran into was my mother," Bradnam says.
"She said, `what are you doing here' and I

said, `what are you doing here?' We teamed
up and treated it as a job for a year. I would
get up in the morning and go to mum's
place and work all day on the script."
Adopting McKee's advice to write about
things you know well, Bradnam, mum
Janice and her partner Terry McCann
set about writing a story about family,
mates, the building industry and rugby
league. The film is set in and was filmed
on location at Hervey Bay where Bradnam
grew up and the story itself is close to home.
"It all started from a liquidation meeting
that my mum and dad went to 20 years
ago when they were owed about $30,000
from a builder who went bankrupt. Their
livelihoods were on the line. In the film
we wanted a climax that was going to end
up at a liquidation meeting. It's a father
and son story set in the building industry
and what happens to a community when a
developer goes broke."
Gary Sweet plays Digger and Bradnam
his son Jack, who are already suffering
a fractured relationship before a brash
and profiteering developer (in the form
of Tiffany, played by Brooke Satchwell)

comes to town and threatens to split the
whole community apart. "It's a story about
the people who make up the fabric of the
community in Hervey Bay. I grew up there
and although it's been 20 years since I lived
there it's still exactly the same lovely place.
Most of the boys I grew up with are now part
of the building industry there and many of
the characters are based on people I know
when I was growing up," Bradnam says.
Although it's taken several years to get
the film to the screen, the timing could
be in its favour. "With what's going on in
the country at the moment, it makes it
pretty relevant. It's a film that represents
everyday, ordinary Australians in a way that
is not cliched."
For now Bradnam, a keen surfer, is
back to commuting from the Gold Coast
to Nova's Brisbane studio each weekday
to join his on-air breakfast radio team
Meshel, Kip and best mate David `Luttsy'
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Lutteral. But his screenwriting and acting
credit isn't a one-off.
Bradnam says if he had known it would
take him seven years to get his project on
screen he wouldn't have started. However,

his identical twin brother Luke. "It's a followup to Subdivision. My brother has written a

editing another script, Itchy Onions, written by

susceptible to old pranksters like Gary Sweet.

part mockumentary based on a domestic
cricket side, a bit like the Queensland Bulls,
and I am going to act in that with him."
undeterred and with family support he is now But next time Bradnam says he won't be
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OUT TAKES
It's that time of the year again. As winter
winds whistle down city alleys, cinephiles
clutch their ratty festival guides and form
long (mostly) patient queues to see the
latest selection of local and international
cinema. Sydney and Perth have recently
wrapped up their film festivals, while
Melbourne (MIFF) and Brisbane (BIFF)
are in full swing right now.
So far, so familiar. Premieres of new
Australian films (like Balibo, Blessed
and Bran Nue Due at MIFF) combine
with celebrations of European icons (like
Anna Karina at MIFF and Agnes Varda
at BIFF). Hollywood crowd-pleasers like
Coraline are programmed to bring in the
kiddies, while visiting superstars like
Quentin Tarantino have fans tripping
over their credit cards for a glimpse of
that hyper-kinetic ageing wunderkind.
There's a sense of deja vu as film festivals
roll around each year. MIFF, for instance
is now in its 58th outing. But still there's
the excitement of planning the schedule,
taking those risks, braving the elements
and showing up. There are the strange
indulgent pleasures of being in the
middle of the city, in broad daylight or
darkest night, moving quickly from one
cinema to the next, grabbing your food
and water on the run. Mulling over films
- the boring, the wonderful, the bizarre.
What's new this year is the frenzied
use of social media to promote. share,
plan and discuss festival attendance.
Facebook and 'Twitter are abuzz with
people coordinating schedules and
dissecting films. Being part of an
audience, it seems, is more important
than ever.

Rochelle Siemienowicz
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McCune to
head north
Port snares new TV reef drama
Alita Pashley
pashleya@tcp.newsltd.com.au

THE tropics is set to be the backdrop for Lisa McCune yet again in a
new television series that is expected to inject $4 million into the local
economy.
The Port Douglas/Mossman region
will be the site of a $15 million series,

which has recently been developed
by Jonathan Schiff and partly funded by the Pacific Film and Television
Company and ZDF Enterprises.

between July and August next year.
The Gold Coast will

also feature heavily
in the series.

"Lisa McCune is

a very big fan of Far
North Queensland,"
she said.

Lisa McCune

"Currently, Lisa is
filming Sea Patrol, which is being
shot at Mission Beach."

Tourism Port Douglas and Daintree executive officer Doug Ryan

A spokeswoman for Jonathan M.

said he expected Hope's Reef to bring
about $4 million into the town.

Schiff Productions confirmed Ms
McCune would be involved in the
project, which carries the working

economy in so many ways and cre-

title, Hope's Reef

said.
"The stars usually become so com-

"The series is not yet sold in Australia but we have had great interest
for a domestic sale and have already
sold the series internationally," she
said.

"We will be making our formal
presentation to at least two networks
in the coming weeks."
The company is, however, confi-

"It is always great for the local
ates a real buzz around town," he
fortable that they just walk around
and become part of the furniture."
"We have whatever anyone needs
here, the beach and the islands, the
rainforest, the county towns and just
up the road there is even an outback

dent that shooting will take place

setting"
The last movie to be shot in the
area was the Spielberg epic Pacific,

between Port Douglas and Mossman

starring Tom Hanks, in 2007.
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MOVIE MAKER: Michael Craft's murder thriller, Storage, premieres tonight.
Des Partridge

BRISBANE'S lack of a film studio didn't
deter QUT film lecturer Michael Craft
from making a murder thriller which
screens at the Brisbane International
Film Festival tonight ahead of a national
release next month.
Writer-director Craft, 30, of
Woolloongabba, filmed most of the
MA15+ rated Storage on a set built in the
bull pavilion at the RNA Showgrounds
before last year's Ekka.
Matt Scully and Damien Garvey, two
local actors featured in the $1.9 million
production, co-starring with Robert
Mammone and Saskia Burmeister, will
also attend tonight's premiere screening
at the Regent Theatre at 8.20.
Craft was born in Wales but grew up
on the Gold Coast before moving to
Brisbane to do a Masters degree at QUT
in 2002. He's teaching 60 first-year
students the elements of film making.
His own graduating short film The
Machine was invited to screen at more

than 40 international film festivals
across the United States and Europe.
The Alfred Hitchcock fan, who
produced Storage with Brisbane
businessman Gregor Drugowitsch, said
he set out to make "a scary movie".
"I needed to write a story- requiring
only four characters, and after [ visited a
Brisbane storage facility in the Valley
and found it such an eerie place I knew I
had the setting," he said.
"There can be lots of secrets in a
storage facility. The bodies in the barrels
murders in Adelaide were also an
inspiration for the story.
"I've always loved Hitchcock movies
such as Psycho or Strangers on a Train,
and movies where characters are locked
away in some claustrophobic
environment."
More than 200 seats have been sold
for tonight's screening in the Regent
Showcase cinema as part of BIFF's
Shock Corridor program of thrillers.
Storage will open at Rosalie's Blue
Room Cinebar on August 13.
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HEADLINE: New film frontiers
AUTHOR: None
The Brisbane International Film Festival has quickly established a reputation for
showcasing Asian film. This achievement owes quite a lot to its inaugural director Anne
Demy-Geroe. This year’s festival opens tomorrow and features films from the Indian state
of Karnataka, a new take on an Iranian myth that has echoes of Tristan und Isolde, and a
documentary on the Bob Dylan of Indonesia. Ms Demy-Geroe is a fine arts graduate of the
University of Queensland and is on the nominations committee for the Asia Pacific Screen
Awards.
© Media Monitors Pty Ltd 2009
This summary may not be provided to any third party for any purpose without the express permission of
Media Monitors Pty Limited ABN 11 002 533 851. Summary may be subject to error or omission.
Subscribers should refer to the original article before making any financial decisions or forming any opinions.

MENTIONS: University of Queensland

Due to copyright restrictions a press clip cannot be provided for this Fairfax Business Media publication
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Pulling some strings to
discover the meaning of life
The Israeli filmmaker Ken
Loach wanted banned
from MIFF talks to Liza
Power about politics,

philosophy and puppets.
ATIA Rosenthal has

faith in many things hope, happenstance,
kismet - but she
doesn't much believe
in the adage that any publicity
is good publicity. In fact, when
the director heard that Ken
Loach had withdrawn his film
Looking for Eric from the
Melbourne International Film
Festival program because her
movie had received funding
from the Israeli Government,
she was saddened. They were
her flights from New York that
the Israeli Government was
sponsoring.
"I have tremendous respect
for Ken Loach as a filmmaker,
but I think in this case that
although his heart is in the
right place and we all want to
see the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict resolved, it was a kneejerk response," she says.
"Filmmakers in Israel have
always been more from the
peace camp than not, and
creating an atmosphere where
they would not be welcome is
actually a blow to the people
he cares about. I hope he
understands that."
As it is, Rosenthal will arrive
in Australia next week, but not
before taking her stop-motion
animation feature to Poland,
where $9.99 will screen at the
Era New Horizons Film Festival
in Wroclaw. Based on the short
stories of Etgar Keret, $9.99 is a
wry, melancholy meditation on
happenstance and the meaning
of life. With an aesthetic
inspired by the paintings of
Lucian Freud, its puppets
meander through a series of
vignettes set around an

apartment block we're told is in
Sydney. In fact, the only thing
identifiably Australian about
the film is its voices: Geoffrey
Rush lends his to a
misanthropic, chainsmoking
angel; Samuel Johnson
philosophises as a lost soul
looking for answers in self-help
books; and Ben Mendelsohn
takes a turn as a love-struck
repo man.
The casting reflects $9.99's
status as an Israeli-Australian
co-production. Rosenthal spent
nine years searching for
funding before being
approached by Australianbased producer Emile
Sherman, who had heard of
her project and was keen to be
a part of it. He brought her
attention to a funding treaty
between the two countries that
had existed for a decade but
never been used.
Nine animators were
recruited for the film's 40-week
shoot, each filming four or five
seconds of footage per day.
Filming took place in Australia;
post-production in Israel.
Rosenthal first came across
Keret's stories when they were
printed in a Tel Aviv newspaper
during her student days. When
she left Israel to study film at
NYU, a friend gave her one of
his books as a going-away
present. As a film student, she
adapted one of the stories for
her award-winning short Crazv
Glue (1998). Her second short,
A Buck's Worth (2005), also

based on a Keret tale,
premiered at Sundance.
Her love of Keret's work
stems, she says, from the fact
that his tales are both

definitively Israeli in tone and
yet wholly universal in their
humanistic concerns.
"He was a prophet of
postmodernism in Israel when
Israel really needed it. He
broke us from a sort of sacred
cow, mythological way of
looking at the country, its
culture and its history. His
voice defined my generation."
Rosenthal developed her
love of puppetry while studying
at NYU. She is intrigued by
their capacity to take audiences
on journeys they wouldn't
ordinarily surrender to.
"Soiree people are really
amazed by their reaction to the
puppets," she says. "They have
to remind themselves part-way
through that they're not
watching people, because they
become so attached to them."
Born in Israel but now
based in Brooklyn, Rosenthal
says the sense of melancholy
that permeates $9.99 derives
from her own homesickness
while she was making it.
She says that while her own
sense of identity is bound up
in the film, she never wanted
to create a film that spoke to a
specific place and time.
"On the surface, the film is
non-political or ambivalent
about taking a political stance,
but I think it is very political in
how deeply humanistic it is. It
may not speak to the (IsraeliPalestinian) conflict directly,
but instead it speaks to
common human values, things
like respect, which are
important wherever you are."
$9.99 screens August 4 and 8.
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$9.99: Israeli tone, universal concerns, Australian accents
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WI N
SUBDIVISION
preview tickets
& meet its star
Ashley Bradnam
B reakfast presenter Ash Bradnam
barely missed a beat on Nova's
early morning radio show while
he was filming his first feature film
Subdivision in his old home town of
Hervey Bay. The radio station set up
a remote studio in Bradnam's hotel
room for the duration of the shoot so
he could keep listeners and his brekky
crew mates up-to-date with what
was happening on set with co-stars

including Gary Sweet, Bruce Spence,
Steve Bisley, Brooke Satchwell and
award-winning director Sue Brooks.
Now you can see how it all turned
out at a bmag screening of Subdivision
and hear about Ash's experience from
the star himself who co-wrote the
screenplay and will be the special guest
at the preview on Wednesday 19 August
at the Regent cinema in the city at 7pm.
(Read more about the film on page 38.)

Ashley Bradnam & co-star Gary Sweet

How to enter
For your chance to win one of 150

dauble passes to see Subdivision
with guest of honour Ashley
Bradnarn, simply enter online at
www_i rrrag-cgm_au. Or you can
write your name, address and
daytime phone details on the back
of are envelope and sand it to
Subdivision, bmag, PO Box 477.
Albion 4010, Entries dose 5pm

Monday 3 August 2009.
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Winners Mash It Up
oung movie maker Ben Gilchrist
from Petrie is a Steven Spielberg

spired our young film makers to take their
creativity to new heights, she said.

Yin the making.

"They took Mark's animation training on
His film,'In Your Imagination, was
a stand out at the Mash It Up short film fes-

board and let their creativity run wild"

tival and won the prestigious Krome Stu-

Cr Frawley said "Umbrella" by Rosa Hughes

dios Most Creative Short Film award.

was among the best of the animated films
because of its outstanding use of graphics,
music and sound effects.

Division Six Councillor Rae Frawley said
around 350 people attended the Mash It
Up short film festival at the Redcliffe Cul- "Umbrella married a well crafted storyline
tural Centre, on Friday night (July 10).

with captivating animation," she said.

"The judges felt Ben's film was the highlight

"Congratulations also to Renee Lyon and
Marissa Patsalou who co-stared in'Unlikely
Heroes'to win the Outstanding Young Actor gong, sponsored by Studio 25 Enter-

of the 20 entries screened on Friday night
for its extraordinary use of special effects
and creativity,"Cr Frawley said.

tainment Services.

"Ben's film offered incredible imagination,
an engaging story and solid acting perfor-

"Their outstanding performance wins them

a $400 photographic modeling portfolio,
congratulations to them both"

mances'

Cr Frawley said several animated films had

featured Wallace and Grommet style clay
models this year and had taken Mash It Up
to a whole new level.

Mash It Up 2009, attracted 37 entries from

50 young film makers aged between 12
and 25 years of age.

"One of the film workshop coaches was former Disney animator Mark Guthrie and in-
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Mash It Up 2009 short film awards winners include:
Chloe Jackson - Best Mashup Category for"Rainy Day':
Rosa Hughes - Best Animation Category for"Umbrella':
Tiegan Lane, Aidan McCook, James Leonard and Alex Bunt - Best Short Film 17 years
and over for "Morning Dew":
Mikaela Tyson, Vanessa Elliott, and Racheal Kerr -Best Short Film 12 to 16 years for
"The Seeker":

Liam lies and Ethan Iles -Judges Award for"Calibre':
Benjamin Gilchrist (In your imagination), Siobhan Craik (Cruelty to Fido) and Liam and
Ethan Iles (Race Cars) - Encouragement Awards
Renee Lyon and Marissa Patsalou -Outstanding Young Actor for"Unlikely Heroes':
Benjamin Gilchrist - Krome Studios Most Creative Award for "In Your Imagination'.
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